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The model has a host of
potential uses, ranging from
Health & Medicine land use planning to public
health studies of epidemic
Workplace
disease.
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devices to approximately 100
volunteers at five locations in
the U.S. and South Korea and
tracked the participants'
movements over time,
according to study co-author
Science & Society Dr. Injong Rhee, a professor of
Public Health
computer science at NC State.
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Predicting Successful
Surgeries
A new hi-tech method takes the
guesswork out of
cardiovascular surgery. Using
mathematical equations, bioengineers
build a personalized computer. ... > full
story
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Cell Phone Viruses
Pose Serious Threat,
Scientists Warn (May 22,
2009) — If you own a computer, chances
are you have experienced the aftermath of
a nasty virus at some point. In contrast,
there have been no major outbreaks of
mobile phone viral infection, despite the
fact ... > read more
SARS: A Model Disease
(Nov. 25, 2007) — A new
model to predict the spread
of emerging diseases has been developed.
The model could give healthcare
professionals advance warning of the path
an emerging disease might take and so
might ... > read more

These behaviors illustrated statistical patterns. For
example, Rhee explains, people will try to make the
most efficient use of their time and effort by clustering
activities together that are in geographical proximity
to each other. This behavior creates patterns in
which people make many short "jumps" within the
clustered areas while making a few long jumps
among the clustered areas. These patterns are best
explained by statistical processes called self-similar
points of visits and power-law distribution of jumping
distances.

Hidden Infections Crucial To
Understanding, Controlling
Disease Outbreaks (Sep. 24, 2008)
— Scientists and news organizations
typically focus on the number of dead and
gravely ill during epidemics, but new
research suggests that less dramatic, mild
infections lurking in large numbers of ...
> read more
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researchers found that people
tend to perform multiple activities in clusters that are
in close proximity to each other – such as going to a
bank, a dry-cleaner and a pharmacy that are all
located on the same street. Furthermore, the
researchers found that the study participants tend to
more frequently visit locations that are popular
among other people.

The researchers were then able to emulate these
fundamental statistical properties of human mobility
into a model that could be used to represent the
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New Human Movement Model Can Aid In Studying
Epidemic Outbreaks, Public Planning
ScienceDaily (Apr. 28, 2009) —
Researchers have developed a new
statistical model that simulates human
mobility patterns, mimicking the way people
move over the course of a day, a month or
longer. The model, developed by scientists
at North Carolina State University and the
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology (KAIST), is the first to
represent the regular movement patterns of
humans using statistical data.
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Safer Shipping By Predicting Sand
Wave Behavior (July 15, 2007) — Dutch
researcher Joris van den Berg has
developed a mathematical model to predict In Other News ...
the movement of sand waves. Sand waves
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The research, "SLAW: A Mobility Model for Human
Walks," was presented April 20 at the 28th IEEE
Conference on Computer Communications in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.

White House cybersecurity post
Miami judge awards $1.2 billion in suit
against Cuba
GDP hints recession is moderating

The research team that developed the model
includes Rhee, NC State Ph.D. candidate Seongik
Hong, NC State post-doctoral research associate
Seong Joon Kim, and KAIST researchers Kyunghan
Lee and Song Chong. The National Science
Foundation funded the research.
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North Korea fires short-range missile
more top news
Copyright Reuters 2008. See
Restrictions.

Adapted from materials provided by North Carolina
State University.
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